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S p r i n g C l e a n Yo u r E n e r g y
Inside this issue:

Many of you have seen astounding results by
using the clearing, grounding, and protection
methods described in my book, The True Nature of Energy: Transforming Anxiety into
Tranquility [TNOE]. At the same time, some
folks have difficulty standing in one place and
dumping negative energy, or they lack a private outdoor place in which to do the exercises undisturbed. As a result, I came up
with two methods of clearing your energy
field while walking and while indoors.
With spring around the corner, more and
more people will be out walking in the nice
weather. This is a wonderful opportunity to
do some clearing. If you’re walking in the
woods, you know that you’ll feel cleansed by
the trees. Some feel cleansed by the crashing
waves when walking on a beach. Whichever
environment makes you feel most at home,
this technique will enhance your ability to
release stuck and/or toxic energy.

Indoor Energy Dumping: You know that I’m
adamant about NOT releasing dense energy
indoors. For those who cannot get outside to
do the dumping exercise in TNOE, do it in the
shower and allow the negativity to go down
the drain. Use salt and lavender scrub to assist
the release of unwanted energies.
Dumping Negativity While Walking: As you
walk, focus on releasing dense and unwanted
energies (emotions, thoughts, experiences,
and beliefs). Envision it coming out of your
skin and allow it to flow back and away from
you. As the unwanted energy releases, you
will see a wake of energy in your mind’s eye.
Be considerate of others and make sure no one
is behind you. No one wants to be engulfed in
another’s energetic waste. Picture the energy
coming out of your head, your back, your legs.
As you swing your arms, expel the energy that
no longer serves you. Let go of the tension,
stress, anger, worry, doubt, and fear as you
walk and feel lighter with each movement. DW
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Springtime Activity: Plant a Tree!
Trees add beauty and health to
any environment. They provide
support and shelter for local
wildlife, as well as amazing
benefits that are not readily
apparent. For example, For
every 5% of tree cover added to
a community, storm water
runoff is reduced by approximately 2%.
Trees are energy boosters as
well as toxin cleansers. They
take away the denser energies

we bring and help raise our
vibrational level. Try it for
yourself. Next time you are
downhearted, take a walk in
the woods and feel the lift you
receive by the time you leave.
A tree can honor a departed
loved on when planted in their
name. You can also create
your own legacy by planting a
tree in your own name. Find
trees that is appropriate for
your area, and then study the
metaphysical properties of the

choices. Select a tree based on
the energy you wish to bring to
that particular area. You can even
create a sacred grove on your
property or in your neighborhood.
Get together with some of your
neighbors and have each contribute a tree or two. There may be
local organizations where you can
donate a tree to plant for an area
in need. Increasing the number of
trees on the planet is a wonderful
way to raise the vibration of the
planet! - Diane Wing
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Gemstone of the Month — Rose Quartz
Rose quartz is often called the "Love Stone."
It's energetic hallmark is that of unconditional love that opens the heart chakra.
This makes rose quartz a stone for every
type of love: self-love, family, platonic,
romantic, and unconditional. As a variety of
quartz, rose quartz has high energy, and
this strong energy can enhance love in virtually any situation.
Rose quartz is used to raise self-esteem and
a strong sense of self-worth. The stone is
used to balance emotions and bring peace
and calm.
Rose quartz is used in crystal healing to heal
and release emotional wounds and traumas,
even original childhood or sexual traumas. Fear, resentments, and anger can be
removed. Physically rose quartz is used to
benefit the heart, the circulatory system,
fertility, headaches, kidney disease, migraines, sexual dysfunction, sinus problems,
acne, throat problems, depression, addictions, ear aches, slowing signs of aging,
reducing wrinkles, spleen problems, fibromyalgia, and reaching one's ideal weight

“Like” my Author Page by clicking
the button above.

or weight loss. Rose quartz is used for lung
problems and others in the heart chakra
area. Rose quartz is also helpful and protective during pregnancy and with childbirth. It
is sometimes said that rose quartz is helpful
for supporting brain functions and increasing intellect.

The Forest Magick community gets 15% off
anything on Gina’s site,
www.twistedandbent.com. Use discount
code "WING2014 ." Thanks, Gina!

“Like” Forest Magick by clicking the
button above.

Quote of the Mo nth —Evoki ng Imagery with Musi c
ing, visual arts, creative problem solving, or
Imagination can be sparked by many things,
simply a brief escape from mundane reality.
yet sometimes we crave immediate inspiraMusic can be used to take a meditative
tion. That’s where music comes in. Various
journey across fantastical landscapes. Mutypes of music evoke mental imagery not
sic can lift your mood and elevate your
attained by other means. Professional artists and writers, amateur creative hobbyspirit. It can bring joy or sadness.
ists , and anyone seekWhen I write, it’s important
ing to break the bonds
“Music and rhythm find their
to create a specific atmosof mediocrity can all
phere that reflects the nabenefit from using
way into the secret places of
ture of the project I’m
music to generate new
the soul.”
working on. I listen to speand exciting worlds.
- Plato
cific types of music dependThese new images can
ing on the mood and imthen be used for writagery I’m trying to create,

the story I’m developing, or the information
I’m trying to impart. For dark fantasy fiction, I use dark wave or dark ambient music. When I’m writing about spiritual topics, I listen to Native-American inspired
music or piano solos. Classical music helps
me to write inspired messages. Global fusion/world music is my preference when
writing enlightening non-fiction or transformational fiction. I choose instrumentals so
as to avoid distraction with the words. It’s
different for everyone. Find the music that
takes you on a grand departure to evoke
imagery for the journey you want to take.
- Diane Wing

The Sacred Grove —Interactions of Vibration & Energy
Energy is the foundational component of
energetic consciousness. The amount and
quality of energy you have within you is
contingent on your diet and overall physical
health, beliefs, emotions, and thoughts.
The energy that is within you emanates in
bands of energy outside of your physical
body, known as your auric field. Starting
closest to the body, the first band is reflective of your physical body, the second of
your emotional body, the third of your mental body, and the fourth of your spirit body.

The larger the aura, the more energy and
power you possess. If the aura is close to
the body, the energy is low and there is a
heightened sense of vulnerability and fatigue. When this occurs, the various aspects of physical, emotional, mental, and
spiritual health should be evaluated for how
aspects of each are contributing to the low
vibrational pattern.
The amount of energy you have indicates
the quantity you have available to apply to
your daily activities; the vibrational level
indicates the quality of that energy.

For example, an individual may have a
lot of forceful energy, yet a low vibrational level that has the potential to
harm themselves or others with that
energy. An individual who has lots of
energy and a high vibrational level will
use that energy for the highest good
and create an atmosphere of harmony.

Excerpt from The True Nature of
Energy: Transforming Anxiety into
Tranquility by Diane Wing
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Independent Study!

March Classes

"The Role of Magick in
Modern Society"
A tour of the magickal path, its history, tools, purpose, and how you can
benefit from these practices.
Experience it for FREE

March 1 - 10 am to 2 pm
Huntingdon Valley, PA

Private Students Welcome!

The Astrological Houses

Spring Semester at Cecil College
1 Seahawk Drive, North East, MD
March 22—Intuitive Tarot Workshop, 10 am to 12 pm
March 22—The Tarot Journey:
Walking the Path of the Major
Arcana, 12:30 pm to 2:30 pm

See detailed course descriptions by
clicking here.

Contact me

March 29 thru April 12 —In-depth
Tarot, 10 am to 2:30 pm

If you prefer to go deeper into the material
and see how the knowledge personally
applies to you, private classes are a great
option. Together we will apply the course
material in ways that speak to your particu-

“Diane has extensive knowledge, keen insight, and a personable style. Her teaching
is as informative as it is inspired. Any student of the Tarot would be fortunate to learn
from her! “ - Aimee K., Newtown, PA

To register, call
Cecil College at
410-287-1000

lar goals and lifestyle.

M agickal Tip — M a g i c k i s W i t h i n
Magick cannot happen if you give away your
power. The power that comes from within
starts with self-knowledge and is reinforced
through self-confidence. In the practice of
magick, it is dangerous to give power over
to your tools. Altar tools and rituals are
fueled by your Inner Magick. The symbols
and representations of magickal concepts
serve to help connect with particular ener-

“Magic is believing in yourself, if you can
do that, you can make anything happen.”
- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

gies that can then be used to direct intent in specific
ways.
Tools, talismans, and clothing can all be charged for
specific purpose, but only when you have clear intent
and a strong flow of energy. If you find yourself low on
energy, ill, or emotionally compromised, refrain from
magickal practice, as your ability to control and direct
the energy is limited or non-existent in that condition.
Developing self-control and focus are two ways to enhance your ability to create. Believing in yourself is
critical when it comes to manifesting your desires.
Strengthen your imagination and ability to envision the
ultimate result. Setting your mind and focus to something and seeing it clearly while believing it is possible
allows you to bring your desires into reality. - DW

S h i f t Yo u r Pe r s p e c t i v e — T h e 3 K e y s t o Pe a c e
There are three keys to experiencing peace:
perspective, acceptance, and gratitude. I
come across many people who are experiencing dissatisfaction with their lives. They
are remorseful, depressed, and uncertain.
Some wish for how it “used to be,” others
lack a clear vision of what they want their
lives to look like. They run into obstacles
and blocks that cause them to feel bewildered. There are three keys to overcome
the patterns that keep you stuck.

First, stop complaining. Let go of the anger, sadness, doubt, or other negative emotion that keeps
you stuck. Accept where you are in the this moment as being the perfect place.
Second, be grateful for everything in your life, whether you consider it to be good or bad. Shift
your perspective to consider all circumstances as neutral, a lesson to be learned, an opportunity
for growth.
Third, understand that pessimism, doubt, worry, lack of enthusiasm, and low energy attract relationships and circumstances that reflect those states of being. What you attract is based on how
you are on the inside, not what you say you want.
If you’re truly ready to experience a peaceful and contented life, it’s essential that you shift the
way you view yourself and your surroundings. Let go. Be grateful. Stay open. See the magick. - DW

Magickal Events for March:
March 1 —Astrological Houses Class, Huntingdon Valley, PA
March 1—New Moon in Pisces, 3 am EST
March 4 —Mardi Gras (Fat Tuesday)
March 5 —Ash Wednesday
March 9 —Daylight Savings Time begins at 2 am
March 16 — Full Moon (Storm Moon) V.O.C. 1:08 pm EST (moon
enters Libra 8:46 pm EST
March 16—Purim
March 17 — St. Patrick’s Day
March 18—Celtic Tree Month of Alder begins
March 20—Ostara/Spring Equinox
March 20—Sun enters Aries
March 20—International Astrology Day
March 22—Intuitive Tarot Workshop, Cecil College, MD
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March 22—The Tarot Journey, Cecil College, MD

Like Forest Magick on Facebook!

March 22—In-depth Tarot, Cecil College, MD
March 30— New Moon in Aries 2:45 pm EST

Tr e e s o f Tra n s f o r m a t i o n
Each month we’ll look at the transformation connected to specific tree
meanings. Collect them to begin building your own sacred grove of transformation.
Alder for Divination & Protection

Its bark is prescribed by herbalists to treat
inflammation, fever, and burns.
Alder’s energy is associated with the planetary bodies of Mars and Venus, but most
strongly Venus, giving it a predominantly
feminine aspect. It has associations with
the Elements of both Water and Fire.

Join the conversation at
www.DianeWing.tv & find others
on the enchanted path!

This tree is associated with evolution and
protection of the self. It is good for workings for banishing, healing, and meditation.
Also any weather workings that focus on
water or wind.
Alder’s watery energy strengthens its divinatory powers, especially as it pertains to
upcoming events. It is linked to the zodiac
sign Pisces.

Attribution: Jim Champion

The Alder Tree is native to Europe and Britain. It grows along banks of streams and
rivers or in swampy land. Alder uses the
water to allow its seeds to travel and propagate. It provides shade for plants and fish.

It is said that a whistle made of Alder can
summon and control the four winds. A flute
made of alder can be used for magical purposes. Carry a piece of alder for spiritual
protection during disputes. - Diane Wing

Listen to Wing Academy Radio on
dianewing.srbroadcasting.com. To
appear on the show, contact Ajay at
srconsult@hotmail.com.

Get the answers you seek 24/7 with Pathways
Accurate * Insightful * Affordable
You’re busy and can’t wait for the answers you need right now. Pathways is available when you are. Tune in
to the guidance that will lead you to success. A quick pause may be all you need to get clear and move forward with less stress by consulting PATHWAYS.

Click here to watch the Coven
book trailer video!

A fantastic, informative,
and intriguing read about a
subject that can be difficult
to grasp by Victor Schueller.
“Diane guides us on an unparalleled
expedition toward inner discovery
and a provides a masterful guide to
tapping into our inner greatness!”
Read Victor’s entire review and
others on Amazon. Watch the
Video HERE.

Praise for Pathways!
"I personally had so much fun with this that I tried many different choices
and I had my family join in. It helped me personally smooth out the puzzle
pieces that have been in my mind for years and gave me a clearer picture
of who I am. Pathways is not only recommended for the spiritual beings
but for anyone who ever asked any of the questions I mentioned above.
You will only benefit by knowing yourself. Pathways was a great experience."
- Matt Foley, Chelmsford , MA
See the full review at http://expertscolumn.com/content/pathwaysinteractive-journey-self-discovery-diane-wing-review

Click here to watch The True Nature of Energy book trailer video!

Check out the Forest Magick Marketplace on the next page...

New and Exclusive to Forest Magick —Introducing the Mystic Forest couture hat, handmade by special
needs adults! Get yours today at www.ForestMagick.com/new/WitchHatsAndBrooms.php

Many thanks
and good
wishes to our
sponsors!

“Through Diane’s Magical Monthly Newsletter
I have been able to reach many new customers. Within hours of her Newsletter being
posted I have received orders and increased
activity on my website. The Newsletter has
provided exposure for my website, increased
sales and has benefited me and my company
beyond expectation.”

- Gina Struebel, Owner, GS Designs

Be A Sponsor!
Forest Magick is now accepting sponsorships for the
Magickal Monthly, DianeWing.tv, and Wing Academy
Radio. If you have a product, book, or service intended for the highest good, then this is a great
opportunity to engage with the Forest Magick community and reach those who can benefit from it. To
find out more and get your media kit with all the
details, email diane@forestmagick.com.

